Blue bird bus wiring diagrams

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of bluebird bus wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
standard pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as
simplified forms, and the power as well as signal links in between the tools. A wiring diagram
normally offers information about the loved one setting and also arrangement of devices as well
as terminals on the devices, in order to help in building or servicing the device. A photographic
representation would reveal much more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is commonly utilized to repair troubles and also to earn certain
that the links have been made and that everything exists. Assortment of bluebird bus wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. An initial appearance at a circuit layout may be complex, but if you could review a
subway map, you can read schematics. The purpose is the exact same: obtaining from factor A
to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the path that permits electrical energy to flow. Voltage:
Determined in volts V , voltage is the stress or force of electricity. This is usually provided by a
battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in your home run at V. Outlets
in various other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when
traveling. Current: Current is the circulation of electrical power, or more specifically, the
circulation of electrons. It is determined in Amperes Amps , as well as can only move when a
voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies just
how quickly electrons could move through a material. Materials such as gold or copper, are
called conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of motion low resistance. Plastic, timber,
and also air are instances of insulators, hindering the movement of electrons high resistance.
DC Straight Existing. DC is a continual circulation of current in one direction. DC could stream
not just via conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, and even a vacuum cleaner. Air
Conditioner Alternating Present. In Air Conditioning, the flow of present regularly alternates
between 2 instructions, usually forming a sine wave. The regularity of AC is determined in Hertz
Hz , and is commonly 60 Hz for power in property as well as business purposes. Completing an
electric design degree as well as then obtaining a job in the area suggests you will see a great
deal a whole lot a lot of these schematics. It s essential to recognize exactly what is going on
with these. Beginning to make feeling? These are the fundamentals and could even seem
apparent or instinctive to you, such as the cables and if they are attached. Whenever you
establish your particular area of electrical engineering, you might see much more intricate
representations and also signs. You ll learn additionally that various countries utilize different
signs. You will certainly also find out about the different signs used for switches, various other
power supplies, inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a lot more. Thomas
Built Buses is a company that has been involved in the production of children's school buses,
intercity buses and even buses since the very first days of its existence. To date, the company
is a subsidiary of the German automotive corporation Daimler AG. Perley Thomas is a famous
American industrialist and entrepreneur, a fitter by profession. A native of Canada, he began his
acquaintance with trams, working at the branch of the tram manufacturer J. Brill and Company
in Cleveland, Ohio. Later, Perlie moved to the US in a small town called High Point in North
Carolina, where he worked as a chief engineer on the Southern Street Car - it was an enterprise
specializing in the production of trams. In , he was dismissed in connection with the current
economic situation at the end of the First World War, and signed a contract for the repair of
trams from the Southern Public Utilities Company. And in subsequent years, Thomas organized
the company Perley A. Thomas Car Works , which became known already thanks to the
production of trams. In the 30s of the twentieth century in the United States, trams on the roads
began to replace buses that are gaining popularity among the population. Thomas could not
help but pay attention to this, and besides, orders for the construction of new and repair of old
trams began to fall. In , his company moved to the production of buses. In the first year, the
company produced wooden school buses for North Carolina. This marked the beginning of a
long tradition that is still observed in the state today. The very design and design of school
buses from the company Perley A. Thomas Car Works have become revolutionary. Prior to this,
most school buses in the US were a wooden box on wheels, which has absolutely no means of
security. However, then, in , the situation changed. In , the company introduced the first school
bus made of steel. In , Frank Sir, known as the "Father of the Yellow School Bus," set 44
mandatory standards, including a yellow color for school buses throughout the United States.
Perley A. Since , the company has been one of the six largest campaigns for the production of
school buses in the US market. In , a company from Perley A. In , the first chassis model was
made at the Thomas Built Buses factory, although the company previously purchased chassis
from other manufacturers Ford , Dodge , GMC , International Harvester , Volvo. In the same year,
the classic bus Saf-T-Liner, which became very popular and was used as a school bus, as well

as a bus for personal use, was released. In , the company introduced the Thomas Minotour Type
A school bus bus on a standard chassis, but with smaller dimensions. This bus is still used in
the US in various variations. Its capacity is up to 30 passengers. At the end of the twentieth
century, the company was one of the top three manufacturers of large school buses, and was
acquired by the Freightliner Group , which is part of Daimler AG. In , Thomas Built Buses
released the FS bus, which was manufactured with various engine options. Original powertrains
were developed by Caterpillar and Cummins. Later the company Mercedes-Benz offered its own
version of the engine. The FS bus was widely used in the United States. He died in , Thomas , in
was honored to become one of the first persons to fall in the North Carolina Transportation Hall
of Fame, located in the city of Raleigh. In , Thomas Built Buses produced a brand new type A
bus, focusing on market needs. The bus was called MyBus. This vehicle was built on the basis
of GM chassis. Thomas Built Buses is actively working to reduce fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions. The result of this work was the production of a bus called Saf-T-Liner C2. The
advantages of this model are in economy and longer life in comparison with conventional buses
with diesel engines. Almost a hundred years have passed since the founding of the company
Thomas Built Buses , and this is quite a long time. For such a long period of time the company
has constantly developed and achieved more and more success. She became one of the leaders
in the production of buses in the United States of America. Thomas Built Buses buses are in
great demand throughout North America, as the company has proven its products as modern,
high-quality and time-tested. Thomas school-bus-chassis-operators-manual. Thomas
school-bus-chassis-operators-manu. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Thomas Bendix school bus
es-service manual. Thomas Bendix school bus es-service manu. Thomas saf-t-liner c2
school-bus drivers manual. Thomas saf-t-liner c2 school-bus drivers. Adobe Acrobat Document
2. When we first started thinking about our vanlife electrical system and buying our
components, we had a lot of questions. We researched online, read other van build blogs and
forum posts, and watched Youtube videos. Some were very helpful, but many left us with a swirl
of even more questions. We were learning a lot about circuits and electrical systems, but we
were also overwhelmed by all the new knowledge coming at us from all directions. Electrical is
such a vital part of any van build, and we wanted to get it right. In this post, we go over exactly
what we bought, exactly how we connected everything, and we even have pictures and
diagrams yay! For those of you interested in further reading, we also include links to blog posts
and other resources that helped us out along the way. We want this post to be as accurate and
helpful as possible, so if we get something wrong or you want us to clear something up, let us
know in the comments! Working with electricity in any form can be dangerous. They last much
longer, charge faster, and can be fully discharged without damage. Battle Born batteries are
made in the US, and designed specifically for mobile living and off-grid dwellings. You may still
need additional ANL fuses for components that require a larger fuse, like your inverter or
battery isolator. If you only have a few hundred dollars to spend on your electrical system , we
recommend starting with a good battery, a smart isolator, and an inverter. You can always add
solar later. The Sun It all starts with the sun. The sun not only gives us life, it also constantly
beams energy to us here on Earth. Solar Panels Solar panels absorb light from the sun, convert
it into electricity, and send it on to the charge controller. Charge Controller The charge
controller regulates the flow of electricity from the solar panels and uses it to charge your
batteries. In our system, the electricity is fed from the batteries back to the charge controller,
which then distributes it outward. This is connected directly to the battery. Everything else just
connects the dots. But, if you want to make sure you have enough electricity to meet your daily
usage while also not paying for more than you need, then going through the exercise of sizing
your system is the best thing to do. Next, calculate how many hours you plan on using each
component. Multiple the Watts by the hours and you have Watt-hours! Battery capacity is
measured in amp-hours ah , so to figure out how big your battery needs to be, convert the Wh
of power consumption into ah by dividing by the system voltage 12V. Based on this calculation,
you would need ah of battery. But this also depends on the type of battery that you have. So in
reality, the usable capacity of these types of batteries is about half i. The exception here is
LiFePO4 lithium iron phosphate batteries. So, Watts of solar panels should, in theory, fully
charge your batteries each day and accommodate your power consumption. Except that it never
works that way. Something like three watt panels would be a much safer bet. Another method is
taking a budget-based approach to your electrical system, and adding capacity as-needed. But
if you can afford it, having a large system will make your life easier and means fewer
compromises in your electrical usage. You can always add on solar capabilities later if you need
to. This midrange setup gets you started on the right foot, with more battery capacity and watts
of solar. This setup is completely expandable, so you can add more panels later if you need to.
Top of the line and better-performing LiFePO4 batteries add a serious upgrade here, and the W

inverter charger allows you to plug in as needed which can come in handy in a pinch. From
watching Youtube videos and reading blogs, it seemed like many vandwellers just barely scrape
by with two watt solar panels, so we decided to go with the biggest system we could afford.
This lets us park in the shade on really hot days while still charging our batteries from the sun.
And even with a system this big, we have run low on juice in certain scenarios. But because of
our system size, we can boondock longer in the same spot, in all weather and environments,
and still do everything we need to do. You can always add more panels later. MPPT controllers
are able to squeeze higher efficiency from your solar panels. Going too deep into basic
electronics is beyond the scope of this post, but it definitely helps to visualize how a simple
circuit looks when designing your system. Closing the switch completes the circuit and allows
electricity to flow between the battery and the lights. One common analogy used here is that of
a water pipe. A fuse is an intentional weak point in a circuit. This is also for safety. In our install,
we grounded the battery and the inverter. In designing our system, we leaned heavily on wiring
diagrams we found on the internet, particularly the one in this post by Van Dog Traveller his
ebook has even more detailed diagrams. Seriously, get it. But all the diagrams we found gave us
a lot of partial information or only halfway applied to our system, and led to some confusion on
our part. So we made one. We highly recommend diagramming your system so you know
exactly how everything is supposed to connect. Just drawing it out really helps you think it
through and get it straight in your head. Below, we break down exactly how to calculate the wire
sizes you need, and give you some tips on selecting the right fuses for your circuits. Choosing
proper wire sizes is an important step in any electrical install. If your wires are too thin, it can be
a significant safety hazard. AWG gauges may be different than wire gauges used in other
countries. Your lights, appliances, and other electronics should have their max current available
in their technical specifications. For DC appliances this should be listed in amps max amperage.
If your component specs lists this in watts, divide that number by the system voltage so divide
by 12 for a 12V DC system. Double it?! Simply enter the system voltage, the max current, and
the total wire length. The calculator will spit out the recommended wire gauge for you:. Each
light is wired individually to the switch, so we need wire that can handle 0. We ended up using
18 AWG to be extra safe. We also need to wire the dimmer switch down to the fuse box. Since
we have sic LED lights wired to one dimmer, we need to multiply the light current by 6 to get our
max current:. The distance between the dimmer and fuze box is about 4 feet. Double that to get
the total wire length:. We ended up using 14 AWG here, again to be safe, and so we could use
the same wiring for our dimmer switches and outlets. We used mostly 4 AWG battery cable for
the batteries, and thicker 2 AWG cable for the inverter and ground connections. Choosing the
right fuse sizes for your circuits is very important for safety. For your electrical loads lights,
outlets, fan, fridge, etc. Going back to our LED light example â€” the total max current of our
light circuit is 1. So, we fused this circuit with a 2A fuse. This is above the max current of our
lights, but well below the amperage rating of the 14 AWG wiring we used. We used ANL fuse
holders with the proper fuses for our batteries and inverter, and an inline MC4 fuse holder to
fuse our solar panels. Make sure to check the manuals for your solar charge controller, inverter,
and batteries for manufacturer-recommended fuse sizes. If you want to get a little more serious,
you can pick up a ratcheting crimp tool for no-nonsense crimps that you know are strong. Read
more: Check out this article for a tutorial on crimping wires. Crimping terminals onto battery
cable 8 AWG and thicker is a little more difficult, and requires specialized crimping tools. The
most basic type of crimper for battery cable is a hammer-style crimp tool we used one of these
for our build. There are also mechanical crimp tools and hydraulic crimp tools. Yet another
option is to order custom-length cables. Between cutting and crimping wires, arranging and
organizing components, making mistakes and figuring things out as we went, this whole
process took us a few days. For parallel wiring, all the positive wires go together and all the
negative wires go together. There are advantages and disadvantages to both parallel and series.
Renogy has an awesome guide on the differences. After we mounted our panels, we fed the
wires inside the van and ran them through some conduit down to where we planned to put all of
our electrical components. Next, we mounted our charge controller to the wall inside our van.
Renogy recommends leaving a few inches of space all around for ventilation. If you have more
than one 12V battery, wiring them in parallel is the way to go for a van system. To do this,
connect the positive terminals together, then connect the negative terminals. We used 4 gauge
battery cable for this. Next, we grounded our batteries to the vehicle chassis. We used 2 gauge
wire for the ground connection. The connection is rock solid. When you connect everything to
your batteries, make sure you do it on opposite sides of your battery bank. What does that
mean exactly? Attach all of your positive wires to the positive post of one battery, and connect
all of your negative wires to the negative post of the other battery. This allows your batteries to
charge and discharge at the same rate and will help keep them healthy. Check out this page for

helpful diagrams showing how to wire together different sized battery banks in both parallel and
series. This will let us kill the connection to the battery if we ever need to. Whenever we need to
cut off power to work on the system, we always make sure to disconnect our solar panels first.
In fact, it may be a good idea to install a second cut off switch for the solar panels. Next, we ran
more 8 AWG wire from the other side of the switch and connected it to one side of an inline fuse
holder. The fuse should match the current rating of the charge controller i. We used a 30A fuse.
Then, we ran 8 AWG wire from the other side of the fuse holder to the positive post on our
battery. Now that we had the positive connected, we ran a wire from the negative battery post
and connected it to the negative battery terminal on the charge controller. Renogy recommends
adding a fuse in between your solar panels and your charge controller. This was simple enough.
We inserted the positive wire from the solar panels into the positive solar terminal on the charge
controller, then did the same with the negative wire. Now the solar panels were charging the
batteries! We ran 8 AWG wire from the positive load terminal on the charge controller to the
positive terminal on our blade fuse block. Next, we ran another 8 AWG wire from the negative
load terminal on the charge controller and connected it to the negative terminal on our fuse
block. To get your 8 AWG wire, you can use leftover wiring from the solar panels and crimp a
ring terminal onto one end. We attached the other side of the positive wire to the blade fuse box
using a quick disconnect, while the negative wire attached to the negative bus with a ring
terminal. We then attached the positive wire to the fuse box using a quick disconnect, and
attached the negative wire to the common bus bar using a ring terminal. Next, we connected our
LED ceiling lights , vent fan, and outlets to the system. So all we had to do now was connect
everything together. The awesome dimmer switch we used comes with three wires: a positive, a
negative, and a ground. Using a twist connector, we twisted together the positive light wires, the
positive wire from the switch, and another wire that ran down to the blade fuse box. Adding
fuses into the fuse block completes the circuit and makes sure your system is protected. This is
when things should turn on. But for us, nothing happened. We tried turning on the fan, turning
on the lights â€” nothing. It turned out that we had our charge controller set to cut off power to
the load. If you get to this point and nothing turns on, check your charge controller settings!
Once we got the settings correct everything worked beautifully. The lights dimmed on and off,
the fan turned on, the outlets charged our phones. We mounted our inverter to the outside of
the partition that separates the electrical enclosure from the storage area under the bench. Next,
we ran wire from the switch to an inline fuse holder with a A fuse. From there, we connected a
wire from the fuse holder to the positive terminal on the back of the inverter. The negative wire
goes directly from the negative battery post to the negative terminal on the back of the inverter.
The inverter has regular 3-pronged outlets on the front. You can plug your AC devices directly
into these outlets, or run an extension cord to a power strip or AC outlet elsewhere. If you prefer
to have hardwired outlets , you can cut off one end of an extension cord and wire it to a
standard wall outlet positive, negative, and ground , which you can then mount in an outlet box
and attach anywhere you want. The intact end of the extension cord plugs into the inverter to
draw power. We concealed all of our electrical components in a compartment under the seat of
our flip top bench. We tried to answer all the questions we had when we started out, and some
questions that we had right up to the installation. Stay tuned for more build updates as we go
into building our awesome furniture. John is the co-founder of Gnomad Home. He researches
and writes the in depth guides on our site, and his goal is to make vanlife, alternative living, and
dream chasing accessible to all through the democratizing power of free information. As soon
as we hit the road, weâ€¦. And if you want to keep your laptop charged, or if you like to make
super healthy smoothies for breakfast, or if you prefer to freshly grind your coffee every
morning â€” you need an inverter. An inverter isâ€¦. How do you live in a van and make it
comfortable at the same time? Even more so if you have dogs or cats in the van with you. In
ourâ€¦. Solar power is a must for van life. Electricity gives us theâ€¦. Last week we took a pretty
big step in our van build: we finally completed building, staining and finishing our kitchen
cabinets and countertop. We continued the mismatched log cabin style we had going on our
cedar plank ceiling, and we threw in some blue stain to add a splash of color to the vanâ€¦. Are
Chevy vans the best van to live in? Awesome post! You have explained it very well. Thanks for
all the tips!! This will help immensely. You say you run 8 AWG positive wire from charge
controller to the fuse box, I thought you hook the fuse box up from the battery? Hi Kyle, thanks
for reaching out. With Renogy systems, the fuse block for all your 12V components is
separately attached to the charge controller. The fuse block is not in between the CC and the
battery, the CC has separate ports for hooking up your 12V fuse block. If you choose, you could
attach the fuse block directly to the battery instead, but you would lose out on some of the
metering functionality provided by the CC. And yes, you would attach all your 12V appliances to
the 12V fuse block. I hope that helps! Hi John, very informative article! I read through it all and a

handful of the comments. Would the Highest Budget option be best if I wanted to run a fridge,
microwave, fan possibly a roof AC and maybe a space heater in the winter if needed. Everything
would be running at once, but at times I could see things going at once depending on the
weather. Also when the van is running is it possible to charge the battery bank, or is everything
strictly on solar? Hi Luke, the roof AC and the space heater will both draw significant power,
and might be tough even with the high budget option we outline especially in winter, when you
will be getting less sun. The best way to tell is to do some calculations. First, list the
components you want to run along with the number of hours per day they will be running. Then,
find the wattage of each component and multiply by the number of hours i. Next, take the total
watt-hours and divide by your system voltage generally 12V to get the amount of amp-hours ah
of electricity you need to use. If you are using lithium, that ah represents how much battery
capacity you need I would oversize and go with ah of battery. To answer your last question, you
can charge your batteries while the van is running if you install a DC-DC charger. Is grounding
the battery required? Make sure to get a heavy duty bus bar rated for a high amperage. Hope
that helps! Hi guys, I have a question: how did you choose the amp fuse for the connection
between your inverter and battery? Im glad you can help so many people out here! Hi Emma, so
sorry for the delay. The fuse size we chose was based on the wire size that we used to connect
the inverter to the battery. Calculate the max amperage going through your wire. To get this,
take the surge wattage of your inverter the highest wattage that is might pull and divide it by the
voltage of your system usually 12V in a van. Figure out the wire size you should use that can
handle that many amps. For the fuse size, you want a fuse size between Amps, the max current
of the inverter and A the max current rating o the wire , while being as close to Amps as
possible. This will probably be Amps. Hello great info couldnt have done it without this site!!! I
have a question about my rover mttp charge controller. I went with 2 vmax agm batteries and
the the 20 a rover charge controller. There is no info that i can find how to set this controller for
an agm battery. I currently have it set to gel setting. I thought about using the use setting and
customizing the Float and boost voltage. But i dont know what to do about the equlization
setting that cant be turned off only voltage adjusted. Hi there! We have a w system 4 s and are
curious about wiring in both series and parallel.. Hi Alex, great question! I think it depends on
your setup, but if you plan to mount 4xW on your roof, then series-parallel is the way that I
would wire it. You would essentially wire each set of two panels in series, then wire that
together in parallel. This gives you the best of both worlds â€” the higher voltages of series
wiring, plus the panel independence of parallel i. Series parallel is not possible in some
situations, which could be why you see less of it. For example, if you had only 3xW panels,
series-parallel would not be possible. In order to wire in series-parallel, the components in
parallel need to be equal, meaning you need an even number of panels. You could
series-parallel four panels, or six panels, but not three, for example. We chose to wire ours in
parallel for two reasons: we could only fit three of our four panels on the roof, and we wanted
the ability to plug in our fourth panel when we were stationary. That basically required us to go
with parallel. If we could have fit all four on our roof, we would have done series-parallel. I tried
a new battery but the same thing is happening.. Is it normal? The internet seems to have very
conflicting opinions about whether AGM batteries should be making noise.. Thanks so much. Is
this normal? Do your batteries do this as well? I would contact VMAX customer support. First of
all, thanks a lot for this great blog that I have been using a lot recently. We are just camping
warriors and I have decided on a battery isolator and an AGM deep cycle Amp as our electrical
needs are very limited powering the fan mostly for now. These devices will tell you your battery
voltage, which is a fairly easy way to see where your batteries are. Going a little bit below is not
the end of the world, but it will shorten the life of your battery if you do it regularly. But when
you turn it off, the voltage should rise back up. If so, why did you decide to do that instead of
running outlets from an inverter? Hi Sam, the outlets you speak of are all 12V outlets. Our entire
van runs off of 12V DC, including our lights, fan, and fridge. Having 12V cigarette lighter plugs
allows us to switch out for newer technology as-needed. As for our inverter, we keep it off
unless we are using it we typically only use it for occasionally running a blender, coffee grinder,
and charging our computers. Inverters draw a small amount of power even at idle, so if we keep
it on all the time then it will be drawing power all the time. Hi Cam, the fuse sizing is generally
based on the wire gauge to prevent the wire from overheating. While it definitely may take a lot
of devices to draw A continuously, I believe the thick wire gauges and corresponding fuses are
more to accommodate surges. This is all so intimidating! We are on a barebones budget and
wondering if we absolutely need solar panels if we are going to have a vent fan. Thank you for
any insight! However, it could also allow you to cut back a bit on batteries compared with just
running off an isolator â€” depending on how frequently you drive. Hey, great post! Do you
think a normal Voltmeter is enough to monitor the charge of the batterie? Where would I wire it

in? Directly to the batterie? Cheers Paul. Hi Paul, a normal voltmeter should work just fine,
since the voltage is really all you need to keep an eye on. You would wire it directly to the
batteries, or you can buy inexpensive battery meters on Amazon that include a shunt. When you
ground the batteries to the chassis, do you ground each of them separately or does one
connection do the job? Thanks in advance. Hi Allyson, assuming your batteries are wired
together one connection takes care of the grounding for both. John, thanks for all of the info. Im
looking to do the more budget option, without any solar. Ive been working on an astro van, and
looking to do some camping, but not really the full van life experience. Im hoping to setup a
secondary battery with an isolator to power the car stereo and basic original electronics,
including lights and 12v outlets, in the vehicle when the engine is off, but Im getting mixed
information about whether or not I can do this. I think what you and many other people are
doing is creating an electrical system entirely separated from the vehicles original system, and
using the isolator just to help charge the secondary battery. But in my case, when the isolator
cuts the connection to the starter battery, can I still run the vehicles electronics? Thanks in
advance for any advice or recommendations. Hi Mike, thanks for reaching out! One way to do
this would be to reroute the wiring. If you figure out which fuses are for the stereo, lights, etc,
you can then reroute those wires to your secondary system. Thanks so much for the awesome
post, its been such a huge help. Hi Andy, great question. Yes, you would not want to shut off
that switch without first disconnecting the solar panels. We did this in order to be able to shut
of the load in case we had to work on the system. We are working on a full update of this post
and the wiring diagrams currently. Hi, Thank you for the entire article and for making sense of
wiring a solar system to a van. I am in the process of buying a van. I am looking at a Ram
Promaster Hi Jamie, thanks for reaching out! That depends on the wheelbase you get i. Keep in
mind that you will also want space available to install a ceiling vent fan. As far as wiring the fan,
you will want to wire it into your separate auxiliary electrical system which should include an
auxiliary battery bank as well. Hey guys! Firstly, wanted to say thanks for this whole site! I was
curious if you had any tips for installing the isolator? I just got one and my solar is basically the
exact same you have but with 2 watt panels and one single battery. Hi Trevor, thanks of
reaching out, and thanks for the support :-! We go over how we installed our isolator here:. We
need to update this post, so here are a few additional tips: â€”I highly recommend fusing at
both ends by the starting battery and by the aux battery â€”Instead of just running the bare wire
under your vehicle, run it through some wire sheathing first. This will help prevent abrasion on
the wire and potentially cutting through the insulation, which will cause your fuses to blow.
Awesome and informative post!! I have one question. I have w 24V solar panel and 30A CC. My
battery is 12v ah AGM. Thanks a lot!! Hi Lii, your charge controller should have fusing
guidelines, but in general you want to use a fuse that matches the amperage of your charge
controller i. Awesome guide guys! Any update on installing permanent AC wall outlets? I have
pretty much the exact same electrical system as you guys but am currently trying to wire outlets
and having some difficulties. Hi Josh, thanks for the kind words! Installing permanent wall
outlets involves wiring the outlets to your inverter. There are two ways you could do this:.
However, it is possible to find these if you go looking on Amazon, including from reputable
companies like Samlex and AIMS. If your inverter only has 3-prong outlets for the output, you
can use an extension cord. Plug one end into the inverter, and run the other end to your first
outlet. To wire it to the outlet, cut and strip the end of the extension cord. Pro tip: Wire your AC
outlets in series. Hope this helps! Thanks for all the info, in ONE place! Thanks, again!!! I
bought used from someone, and was only using a 80cu Dometic fridge, so I waited for the
batteries to drain before installing the panel I actually have W, but that seemed like overkill for
what I needed, so I only put on the van. It took about two weeks for the batteries to deplete, then
I installed the panel. Perhaps it was a mistake to fully discharge the batteries, but now I feel like
once I finally got the batteries charged again with the solar installed , they depleted with only a
few days of overcast weather. Any ideas why? Hi James, so sorry for the delay in responding to
this! So do you have ah of batteries? Are you running other loads like a vent fan, etc? I hope
things are working better for you now! This included solar, batteries, inverter, isolator, and all
wiring, fuses, and other components. This same setup would probably cost slightly less today,
since some of the components are a bit cheaper than they were three years ago. Thanks for
sharing. I found a lot of interesting information here. A really good post, very thankful and
hopeful that you will write many more posts like this one. For example, say you are entering
your van about an hour after the sun has set, what voltage would your battery monitor read at
that time? Please let me know. Hi Andrew, thanks for commenting and thanks so much for the
kind words! When our batteries are fully charged and no longer taking in energy from the sun, I
would expect the voltage to be in the neighborhood of Nominal voltage i. Going below One
question about sizingâ€¦ I believe that you mentioned a good rule is to match the solar to the

batt capacity. In your system you have w of solar power and I believe two ah batteries for ah. So
you have more solar than your batt capacity â€” ok makes sense to me. But what about budget
and future buildsâ€¦ If I can afford w of solar power two panels I was thinking of getting the two
ah batteries for the future. Thank you kindly. Hi Brian, thanks for reaching out! We actually only
have W of solar permanently mounted on our van. The other W panel we keep stored in the
trunk for additional as-needed capacity. However, adding a battery isolator into the equation will
help out a lot. You may have to plan on either driving or running your engine for a bit at least
every couple of days to keep your batteries topped off, but an isolator would help you keep up
with your batteries until you can invest in more solar. Many vanlifers start off with just a battery
and an isolator, and add solar down the road. Hi John! Thank you so much for creating this
great resource. Your website has kept us sane on our van build journey the last few months! I
have a couple of questions for you on determining wire sizes. I am a novice when it comes to
anything electrical related and am having a hard time wrapping my head around some of it. We
have purchased the same lights that you have in your van, but we plan on wiring them in series.
When determining the wire length for the calculation, should I be using the length from the light
switch to the end of the fourth light x2 or just the distance from the switch to the first light and
then the distance between each successive light? I also seem to be completely missing how to
determine the load current on the wires connecting the light switch to the fuse box? Hi Lindsay,
so glad our resources have been helpful! For calculating the wire length, you will want to use
the total length of the wiring in the circuit â€” so, from the light switch to the lights and in
between the lights and back. For the load current, you will want to calculate the max amperage
of all the lights in the circuit combined. For example, those LED lights are 3W each on full blast.
To calculate the amperage, divide the wattage by the voltage of your system. The easiest way to
calculate the load current from the battery to the fuse box is to add up the amperage of all your
fuses so yes, the total amps for everything you have plugged in. Would it be the total load on
fuse board or the charge controller size. The total load on the fuse block. You always want to
make sure that your wiring can handle any potential loads that might go through it. The load
capacity of the charge controller. For example, Renogy charge controllers can only handle 20A
of continuous load even the 40A ones â€” the amperage rating refers to charging amperage, not
load amperage. The size of the wire connectors on the charge controller. For example, the slot
to insert the wiring into your charge controller may only be big enough 10 AWG wire. This
handy chart shows max loads for different wire gauges. Hi Ervin, thanks for reaching out! This
is going to be the best option if you want to camp far away from electrical hookups but still
need V AC power. Awesome work guys! Made things so much easier for me.. I am currently
planning my own first van build. This is the best article on the subject that I have seen! Stressed
newbie here. Question: how do you use a larger wire when your charge controller only accepts
a 8 AWG? Like if you want to use a larger wire out to the solar panels? Hi Teri, so glad you
found this article helpful! Hi â€” How are you? Thanks for all the great info â€” I have a question
â€” your simple wire diagram shows a shut off switch between the solar panel charge controller
and the house batteries. This would allow you to disconnect the batteries while the charge
controller is still connected to the panels. This is a big No No. Hi Steve, disconnecting the
batteries while the solar panels are still attached is absolutely a big no-no, as we mention in the
post. We usually just disconnect the positive wire from the solar panels to the charge controller
first, but adding an additional cut off switch is a good idea. We are planning on updating this
diagram in the future to reduce any confusion on this point. Thanks for the input! Thanks for the
useful guide. Did you ground the inverter and batteries at different locations or at the same
point on the chassis? Kind regards, Jake. Hi Jake, so glad our guide was helpful! We did not
ground them to the same point, but the grounding screws are attached very close to each other.
In general, you want the ground wire to be as short as possible, and the inverter to be as close
to the batteries as possible, so grounding them in the same area is a good idea. The grounding
wire for the battery is attached to the negative terminal. The inverter has its own separate
grounding post. Hi John, Thanks for the reply, yes I can see the separate grounding post on the
inverter. Would you recommend I use the thick wire or the thin one that the manufacturer
provided? Literally every detail, like which wire you hooked up to which terminal and when, was
so helpful. The only thing I wanted to add is that this charge controller can really only handle
small loads, like my Fantastic Fan and some LED lights. I had to pull my fridge off the fuse box
and wire it directly to the batteries. Hi Iris, we are so happy that our guide was helpful! Thanks
for adding that about the charge controller, that is definitely a good point to mention. Since your
fridge draws so much more at startup, wiring it directly to the battery was definitely a good idea.
BTW, we love your Insta-handle! Best of luck on the road! Or is my expectation of a total circuit
amperage too high? Also, echoing those below, a wonderful resource, you gave me the courage
to give it a go designing my own electric system. So thankyou. Hi Tasha, so glad our resource

has been helpful! Our fan circuit is on a 5A fuse. As far as drawing more than the charge
controller is rated for i. I also highly recommend separating your circuits as much as possible i.
That way it will be much easier to fix things if you blow a fuse or have a short. Hey, love your
stuff! We are looking up our electrical nowâ€¦when we are looking at input and output on our
switches. How do you know where the input is coming from and where the the output goes?
Thanks for the inspiration! Initially I thought you meant plug sockets but those require the
inverter and you discuss those later and use extension cords straight from your inverter for
this. There are links to the exact outlets that we used towards the top of the post. Hey there,
your work in all of this has been very helpful. First question is that you say DO NOT disconnect
the batteries while the solar panels are hooked up to the charge controller. Does that mean that
is you flip the disconnect switch from the batteries to the charge controller that you should
disconnect the panels? Second question, did you mount your charge controller hidden inside of
a bench or out in the open in order to monitor the system whenever you want? Our charge
controller is mounted in the open, as is the display. We look at the display at least once a day to
monitor the battery voltage. But, if you have a remote display you could easily mount the charge
controller in a hidden area and just have the display somewhere visible. Thank you so much for
all your amazing resources! So does that mean two ah batteries could take the input from 3 watt
panels? Hi Natasha, thanks for reaching out! Two ah batteries can definitely take the input from
3 w panels. Where you could be limited on input is with the charge controller. Per Renogy
specs, a 20A charge controller can only take W of solar input at 12V , whereas a 30A cc can take
W of solar input and a 40A cc can take W. Hope that answers your question! Thanks for all the
details! Would anything else need to change if done so? Hi, you could save a little power by
getting a DC charger for your laptop. Please enlighten me. Thank you so much for your time,
you guys are a true inspiration to my girlfriend and me. Any insight on this would be amazing!
Hi there, thanks for reaching out! The blade fuse box can only accommodate 12V DC electrical
lighting, fridge, fan, USB outlets, other things that run off a cigarette lighter plug. To install
regular V wall outlets, you will need an inverter. Some inverters like this one allow you to attach
wiring for outlets directly to them, but many simply have 3-prong outlets on the front. In our
van, we plugged a couple of extension cords into our inverter and mounted the 3-outlet power
strip ends in convenient places. We wrote a detailed post on inverters here that may help
further:. Thank you for Clearing that up! Follow up question, most inverters only have 2 outlets.
That will hopefully answer any questions you have, but please let me know if I can elaborate
further. Does it just connect to the positive battery terminal along with the wire coming to the
positive battery terminal from the charge controller? Thanks for the feedback! You are correct,
you would just attach a long cable directly to the positive battery terminal, right along with your
charge controller. The other end of this wire runs into the engine bay and connects to the
battery isolator. The battery isolator also connects to the positive terminal on your starting
battery, and to chassis ground. Make sure to add fuses A or A before each battery connection.
Thanks for the clarification! Appreciate the help! Thank you so much for all the great info. One
quick question, my system is a little different than yoursâ€¦no solar but will have shore. I know
you connected your inverter straight to your battery. Do you see anything wrong with having
the fuse box,wirtcho battery isolator, and inverter positive wires all connected to a busbar that
then connects to the house battery with a fuse. Similarly, having the negative wires for all those
components running to a negative busbar that is grounded to a chassis? Hi Ryan, one potential
issue I see with that is that you would need a very thick gauge cable going from the busbar to
the battery to handle all that potential amperage same on the negative side. I would also make
sure to fuse each device individually i. Thanks so much for the detailed info. Would you mind
briefly explaining or linking how you went about that? Thank you, Ryan. Hopefully that answers
your questions. Thanks again. I currently have a small travel trailer and am planning on doing a
van conversion as soon as the snow melts. I do have a couple of questions: why do you size
fuses just above the amperage of the device you are trying to protect but under the amperage of
the wire? If a device is rated for 30 amps and your fuse is 35 amps could that be a problem?
Also is it necessary to place fuse between solar panels and charge controller? Also how
difficult is it to wire in a plug for shore power? Hi Brian, thanks for reaching out and for the kind
words on our site! You want the fuse to be above the amperage rating of the device to prevent
the fuse from popping in normal operation. Similarly, you want the wiring you use to be able to
handle the maximum amount of current that might go through it, so you want to select a wire
gauge that can handle at least 7. Then, the fridge can operate normally, but if something goes
wrong the fuse will pop before anything gets dangerously overloaded. Many of the bigger
appliances like fridges and vent fans also have built in fuses as additional safety features.
Renogy recommends about 10A per W of solar for their kits. We have W of solar on the roof, in a
portable panel that we plug in as-needed so we added a 40A inline fuse. To wire for shore

power, you would need to incorporate some sort of battery charger unit into your system. If you
already have your system built out, you can add a dedicated battery charging unit like this one.
To actually plug in, you would need to install a shore power inlet like this one make sure to
match the amperage of your charger to the amperage of your inlet, because they can be entirely
different plugs , and run a power cable between the inlet and your charger. Or, you could always
string an extension cord through the window, but an inlet is much nicer Hello, I am new to Van
life and I am currently working on my van build and the thought of putting or wiring a solar
system is completely intimidating. What should I add to make sure I have enough power? Hi
Erica, congrats on your new vanlife journey! The Yetis are pretty good options that should allow
you to run the basics. The Yeti also lets you daisy chain additional batteries to it if you need
more capacity. But, running an AC unit will be a challenge with any kind of battery-based setup,
since ACs draw so much power. You can do a lot to keep yourself cool with reflective window
coverings, an awning for shade, and a roof vent fan. You can also look into something called a
swamp cooler, which pumps out cool air and uses much less electricity than an AC unit. If you
still feel like you must have an AC, I would recommend staying somewhere you can plug in or
getting a generator. Love the post!!! In the context though it seemed more for permanent home
panels and not for vehicles. Hi Mick, we did not use the grounding points on the panel frames. I
agree that this is likely more for fixed installations, as van setups are typically floating systems.
Hi john! Thanks for the quick reply! I imagine the metal to metal contact from the
bracket-screws-chassis combo counts as well in this case. Either way I appreciate it! Very
useful stuff! Hi Giacomo, thanks for reading! We did use 2 core wiring for our lights we used 18
AWG two core speaker wire. Thanks for the suggestion! Hi Tyler, thanks for writing and glad the
site has been helpful! It looks like you may have to set it up, though â€” I would check out that
manual and contact Renogy if you run into any issues. What would running your electric system
strictly on DC look like? Hi Jacob, our electrical system pretty much is strictly DC. The wiring
diagram on this post details how everything connects. We do have an inverter as well for V AC
power, and that just connects directly to the battery. Let me know if I can clarify any further! Hi
John, the Renogy kit comes with 10Awg cable and not 8awg. Is this difference worth buying
8awg cable to make the connections where you said you used 8awg? I bought the same kit as
you. Can you help me? Hi Joe! To answer that question we need to figure out what amperage
your light is drawing. Your light should tell you somewhere how much it draws usually in watts.
For example, the lights we have in our van draw 1. To convert that to amps, divide the wattage
by the system voltage 12 for a 12V system. Then, go with the smallest fuse you can find that is
higher than the amp draw of your lights. We could not easily find any blade fuses smaller than
1. Hello there! Thank you so much for sharing these amazing resources! We are getting the
keyline isolator and the ah battery. We would like to run the ARB fridge, maxxfan , charge
phones, and run the puck lights you suggested. Is the battery sufficient for this consumption?
Hi Lydia, thanks for reading! The ARB fridge alone will draw about 1 amp per hour on average,
so for a two-day trip that equates to 48 amps. But staying stationary, you may want to think
about a bigger battery or adding solar, or make sure to run the engine for a little while on
Saturday morning to charge it up. Where would the ground wire from the dimmer switch go?
The â€” wire from the dimmer just connects to the negative wire from the lights. Is there a
benefit to running the fans and lights from the controller instead of just straight from the
battery? Hi Harry, thanks for reading! The Renogy system and many other charge controllers
are designed to run the load through the controller. The advantage to doing this is additional
control over the load, and also data output about load usage. We can turn the load off or on
directly through our charge controller, and we can also set timers for the load. Granted we
hardly ever use these features, but they are there. The display monitor that we have connected
to our charge controller also shows us information on load usage the newer Renogy CCs have a
display built in. Should I size the cables for surge peak power, or is this something I should
protect by using a fuse? Hi Ben, no matter what you will want to protect everything with proper
fusing just for safety. Your fuses should always match your wiring to prevent it from being
overloaded. Another couple of questions. I purchased the same Renogy solar kit as you, but
seem to have received a newer model of controller. You have a maximum A line into your
battery from your super cool smart isolator. You have another line into the battery from the
controller whose input is fuse-maxed at 30A. Finally, your batteries each have a maximum
charge input of 35A. My questions have to do with input charge control and management. How
do you protect from combined overcurrent into the battery from multiple sources to the positive
terminal? It appears that in this case, since the batteries will be connected directly to the solar
charge controller as well as the fuse box, that they will all including the solar panel have to
share a common grounding. Is that right? Hi there, thanks for reading and sorry for the delayed
reply! Sorry about that! Hey John, no problem at all and good on you for getting off grid! Seems

to be working fairly well and the bus bar has the amperage capacity for all my components. But,
if you decide to install a battery isolator to charge from your alternator, you will want to ground
to the chassis so that all your systems share a common ground. If we did I see how we would
need to ground to the chassis. Thanks for the help! Hi there, glad you found our guide helpful!
But we fused our outlets lower than that, based on what we were actually going to plug into
them. We fused out fridge outlet at 7. USB outlets should tell you the max output â€” ours would
put out 2. The answer is no â€” you can wire your outlets to your fuse box, and wire your fuse
box directly to the battery. Thanks again! Hey John! One more question for youâ€¦ I ordered 14
AWG wire to connect my vent fan based on the estimated distance etc per the calculator, but I
see that the factory wire on the fan itself is 16 AWGâ€¦. Thanks so much! This is soooo helpful! I
actually bought your bare essentials list before finding this page. I have yet to get everything
but this will definitely help get it all up and running. My one suggestion would be adding an
inverter charger in place of a standard one. It allows you to not only put out ac current, but also
brings it in from a shore power source to charge your battery. Thank you guys for posting all of
this! Great point about the inverter-charger as well. We cover those in our epic inverter post ,
but they deserve a mention here as well. If you are regularly able to plug into shore power,
inverter-chargers can be a great supplement to a solar setup, or can allow you to charge your
batteries before you throw down for solar. Is the plate on the other end of the screws supposed
to push the wire against the plate on the inside of the CC? Are you supposed to tighten the
screws clock wise or counter clockwise? The screw basically clamps the wire down and creates
a connection. Then, insert the wire end into the hole, and tighten down the screw by turning it
clockwise. Hope that helps, and let me know if you run into further issues! I bought one of those
battery on-off switches you show in your picture and have two problems with it. First, the posts
do not have any positive or negative labels and I do not know if it matters which way I attach the
cables. The posts stick out the back for me but it looks like you have your screwed down. Does
the black sleeve slide back or something, or did you just use extra long screws and leave it
sticking out? Or do you have a hole drilled in your board to sync the post in? Thanks for the
great article! Hi Carson, thanks for writing! Yes, the amperage does matter, and if you plan on
installing a bigger system you will want to go with a bigger charge controller. A 20A charge
controller can only handle 20A of current, which affects how many panels you can connect to it
and the size of the load you can run from it. A 30A charge controller can run up to Watts of
solar, and a 40A charge controller can run up to Watts at 12V. That would have to be a pretty
short run, no? Is it okay to charge phones off of 12V system? I heard it could be some damage?
What connector would I use? If you mainly run 12V stuff, these units will charge your batteries,
then your batteries actually run the 12V electronics. Our fan only draws 3A at full blast, and we
rarely have it up that high. But we do have the fan circuit fused at 5A, which is fine for our ft 8-ft
each way wire run check out this calculator. This is definitely possible. One way to do it would
be to use butt connectors the blue ones , and fold the 22 AWG wire over a couple of times to
make a tighter fit. Another option would be to use something like Lever Nuts , which can
accommodate different wire sizes. Thank you. As far as wiring, the switch comes with a data
cable that plugs right into a port on the inverter. Hey there. Hi Brian, you should be good! This
guide was instrumental in helping me install my solar. I do have one question. I did as you
suggested and wired on opposite sides of my batteries, all my positives to one battery and all
the negatives to the other battery. Hey Tam, we ran into the same issue with our batteries. We
solved it by going to Home Depot and buying a longer bolt so we could fit everything on one
post. I keep this open on my phone and read it almost every day. Hi Maureen, so glad you found
the post helpful! We used a hammer crimp tool to do this although I have done it with a hammer
and a nail punch before, and it worked out. I must add that unless you use am expensive
hydraulic crimper there is a danger of doing this wrong. There are also a few sites and ebay
sellers out there that sell made-to-order crimped cables of any any length, which is a good
option if you know how long your cables need to be. I just came across this hammer crimp tool
on Thursday and ordered it yesterday. I just bought a can and Im converting itâ€¦ Im thinking
about the electrical and am thinking it would actually be easier to have two fuse boxesâ€¦ one
on each side of the vanâ€¦ it this possible? Good idea? THanks a million for your guide. It gave
me the motivation and courage I needed to tackle our van conversion. The electrical part gave
me serious anxiety but you help simplify things. I finally got all the wires connected, and the
same thing happened. No lights or fans worked. A little frustrating and makes me doubt if I
wired properly. What setting did you change to remed the load on the controller. The charge
controller should be on load setting 17 on 24 hours per day. I would double check the battery
fuses and make sure any cutoff switches are in the on position. Best of luck! And here I was just
wanting to hook a power strip to a solar electric fence charger kitâ€¦. A lot more complicated
that I was hopingâ€¦. Let us know if you have any questions! You are both so awesome, thank

you so much for all the hard work you have put into this website; it has been my go-to for my
build and I am so grateful! Hi Sierra, thanks for commenting! Would you trust the voltage input
on the prowatt sw When it gets to I wanted to ask for your advice when it comes to wiring one
solar panel to a van roof permanently and having another portable backup panel for setting up
on site. In other words, will the charging capabilities of one watt panel be adequate to supply
power to two ah batteries and the 30a chargerâ€¦or is it a bad idea to provide such a little flow of
constant solar power? We also have an isolator to help charge when driving. Hi Julian, we
actually ran into a similar issue with our solar. We bought a watt kit 4 panels , but because our
roof is a wonky shape we were only able to fit 3 panels on the roof. We carry the fourth in our
trunk, and we set it up and plug it in as needed read more here. We also know plenty of people
mostly Westies who do not have permanently mounted panels at all, and just prop theirs up
somewhere at camp. It works out fine for them. That might give you some additional space
where you could mount both panels. If we were to go back and do everything over again, we
would have installed a roof rack first â€” we may have been able to fit all four of our panels up
there, and it would have given us an easy spot to attach an awning down the road. We finally
installed an awning a few weeks ago, and let me tell you, it was a real pain figuring out how to
do it with our high topper! We will be using the van only for certain stretches of time and it will
otherwise be in storage so to speak. If your van is just parked and your not running any loads,
w should be more than enough to maintain your batteries. Hi, thank you so much for such an
informative guide! I had just one question, do you think this set up work with the only change
being the smaller ah batteries? Hi Josh, glad you found the guide helpful! This setup should
work with any size battery bank or solar array. The general wiring and principles will be the
same no matter the sizing. For connects to anl fuses and cut off switches did you cut wires and
ad lug terminals or ring terminals yourself? Or did you just buy small lengths of low AWG wire
with rings terminals already installed? Did you end up wiring an outlet from your inverter? I
know you mentioned that you were considering wiring directly to an outlet as opposed to
keeping the power strip. We are trying to figure out how to wire 2 outlets safely from our
inverter. Thinking of calling an electricianâ€¦. When we initially did our build, we bought low
AWG wire with ring terminals already attached. We recently did some rearranging of our
electrical setup to free up more storage space, and for the redux we bought wiring we used 2
AWG, 4 AWG, and 8 AWG for various things and crimped terminals on ourselves with a hammer
crimper and adhesive shrink wrap. We decided to plug in two 3-outlet strips and mount them on
either side of the van. We were new to electrical before we built our van, and V still scares us a
bit. When we first installed our electrical, we bought premade lengths of wire with the ring
terminals attached. It worked fine, but we were limited on wire lengths. We recently reconfigured
everything to free up more storage space, and this time around we bought cable and crimped
on terminals ourselves with a hammer crimper and adhesive heat shrink. We decided to go with
two 3-outlet strips that we mounted on either side of the van. Would in need to connect my fuse
box to a charge controller or can I just connect it to the batteries? Hi Rob, you only need a
charge controller if you have solar. In your case, you can just attach your fuse box directly to
your battery terminals. If you choose to add solar in the future, then you would run everything
through the charge controller. What type of switches did you use to cut power to the solar
panels, inverter, and charge controller? I bought the same solar kit as you guys and I am
curious what size wire you used from each panel to your branch connector and then what size
wire to the CC? Thank you so much. You guys are awesome and amazingly inspiring. Hi
Andrew, we used this switch. Through some testing with a multimeter and process of
elimination, I was able to determine that one of the cables was bad. Swapped out the cable and
the inverter worked! So having a multimeter on hand is definitely a good idea if you need to
diagnose issues. Wire size should be based on the current going through them. I have 1
question, do I need an inverter to charge a laptop? Is the switch a must have for that part of the
circuit? Hi Jen, thanks for the comment! There are less expensive switches out there, but you
sacrifice the surface mounting ability. Thank you!! I was thinking of going with 3 panels along
with a battery isolator and possibly adding shore power for a backup, but you seem to be
entirely off the grid which is super appealing. Do you find that you use your 4th panel often? Is
it mainly just when you are in shaded or partially clouded areas? Thanks for the insight! Hi
Supriya, thanks for the kind words on the post! Hi Jenny, yes, that is exactly what you would
do! That way your aux batteries will be powering your basic electrical, and you can always add
solar later. So glad this post has been helpful, best of luck with your build! Love the break
down. I use to have a travel trailer and my batteries would die all the time. Still trying to
understand my full set up as it came from the factory that way. Zamp charger and maybe
totaling watts to charge. Still learning how to power everything without the generator. At least
as much as I can. Hi Brandi, learning about and improving our rigs is always a continual

journey. Good luck with your rig! Did I miss this? Do you think it would be worthwhile to work
that in? I plan on being parked frequently at friends houses where I would have an option to
plug into their power with an extension cord. As for power needs I will only need to power led
lights, a 12v fridge, and charge my phone, Possibly charge my laptop as well. You would also
need to install an RV power inlet like this one on your van. To hook this up, you would wire the
power inlet to the battery charger, then wire the battery charger directly to your batteries.
Thanks John! Two more quick questions. First what are your thoughts on this battery? Are they
that much better? Second, you set up a battery switch between the battery and your charge
controller, in case you need to shut off power to the battery. And thanks again! VMAX
supposedly uses thicker lead plates, and they have a good reputation for reliability and quick
charging among solar and off-grid enthusiasts. As far as the cutoff switch â€” the idea was to
be able to disconnect the batteries in case we needed to work on the system. I have read this
post so many times trying to wrap my head around building an electrical system and I wanted to
say thank you so much for putting it out there! We are doing the simplified version of your build
out with the battery isolator and maybe a battery charger for when we are around shore power.
We also got the Victron BMV to monitor the battery. How would we hook up the fuse box and
negative bus bar for the other appliances? Is it okay to have it run directly from the battery
without the charge controller in between? Would we determine the gauge of that wire going to
the fuse box by figuring out how much total draw the fuse box will be have? How does the
battery monitor get set up in all of this? Is the shunt wired directly to the battery terminal as
well, or does it go through the negative bus bar? I saw that you mentioned you guys ended up
installing one of those â€” I would love to know how you did it. What size wire did you use for
attaching the shunt to the battery? Finding the amperage on it was a bit confusing. Do you think
we would be better off using a charge controller even without the solar panels attached? Sorry
for the loads of questions. We would be forever grateful if you could help us out!! Thanks again
for all you do for this community. You can always add solar and a charge controller later, and
rewire everything through the CC at that point. We also have a BMV monitor. Victron has a video
on their website showing how to wire it. The shunt also includes a small positive wire to
connect to the positive battery terminal. Thank you so much for your detailed response! Very
helpful indeed. The grounding wire should be able to handle all of the current going through the
system, so the general rule of thumb is that it should be at least as thick as your thickest
positive wire. We used 2 AWG wire for our grounding wires, which matches the thickest wire in
our system we wired our inverter with 2 AWG wire. This is the most detailed and comprehensive
post I can find on the internet â€” thank you! Do you happen to have a wiring diagram for LED
lights? Any help is much appreciated! Hi Shohei, so glad you find this page helpful, we put a lot
of work into it and helping other vanlifers is our goal! I can try to describe it to you here, though.
We wired our LED lights in parallel, meaning we connected all the positive wires together along
with the appropriate wire from the dimmer switch, and all the negative wires together along with
the appropriate wire from the dimmer. You can also wire LED lights in series: connect the
positive from one light to the negative on the next, and so on. You will be left with a string of
lights, and should have a free positive wire on one side and a free negative wire on the other
side, which you would wire into the dimmer. This would probably be a little easier than wiring in
parallel. The negative wire s from the lights goes to the red - wire on the dimmer. Finally, the
black ground wire on the dimmer connects to your negative bus. Thanks, John. Having no
electrical experience, this and all your other posts have been instrumental thus far! The lever
nuts I linked to have ports for 5 wires, but if you search lever nuts on Amazon or Google you
can find ones that have as few as 2 ports and as many as 8 ports. So I literally wired everything
the exact same way as you, but when it comes time to connect the fuse box, the charge
controller reads ERR 4. Looking at their manual, error code 4 indicates a short circuit, so there
must be some kind of short in your wiring somewhere. Check around for any loose connections
or exposed wiring making contact with metal, which could cause a short. Question: Does your
fuse box have connections for both positive and negative? Most blade fuse boxes, like ours,
only have positive connections for your loads like your lights, outlets, fan, etc. But you also
need to tie in the negative to complete the circuit. We have the negative wires from our loads
tied into a negative bus bar , which is then wired into the negative load slot on the charge
controller the fuse box is wired into the positive load slot. I realize this is an old post and
question, but in case anyone else reads it I will offer a probable cause. The load â€” terminals
on the MPPT controller cannot be connected to the chassis or to the battery negative. If you
connect the load â€” terminal to battery negative or to chassis ground, the system cannot work.
That is why Renogy said it is not recommended to connect as you show. Normally you would
connect the fuse box directly to the battery. Hi Jonathan, yes, we have a battery isolator that
charges our aux batteries from the alternator while driving. Great work! I am restoring an old

Airstream trailer and building the electrical system from scratch. It seems as though your
system can stand alone without either shore power connection or connection to the vehicle
alternator. Any reason I should be considering connecting to the alternator? And any special
insight into how that wiring diagram might look? Hi Brent, when we originally installed our
system it was completely standalone, but pretty soon after we realized we also needed a way to
charge from the alternator. Basically, the isolator sits in the engine bay and connects to the
positive terminal on your starting battery as well as chassis ground. Then, run a long battery
cable from the isolator, underneath the vehicle, and up to the positive terminal on your aux
battery. Great help, John, Thanks. Does this make sense? We basically ran a cable under our
van and up through a hole that we drilled through the floor. Thanks for the post. Amazing write
up and descriptions. I have a few questions. Hi Marco, glad you enjoyed the post! We used 2
AWG cable to wire the inverter to the battery and to ground it. If I remember correctly, the
instructions for our inverter recommended using 0 or 00 AWG wire for the battery connection
with a A fuse. Have you had any issues with charging 5v batteries into your 12v USB outlets?
An example would be phones, fitbit, gopro, kindle, which from what I have seen all require a 5v
power supply. Hi Luke, we did not have any issues with it. While our outlets accepted 12V
power, I believe USB in general is 5V, so the outlets likely converted the voltage internally
before outputting it â€” otherwise USB devices would not have worked. This is probably the
biggest reason we switched out our USB outlets. Thank you so, so much for all the work you
both have done on the site and on these resources for our community. Or perhaps directly into
the battery via one of these guys? Hi Emma, glad our site is helpful and thank you so much for
the support! These are connected to the fuse box. We just plugged our fridge into one of these
outlets. I know some people directly wire their fridges to their batteries, but I think that involves
a bit more complicated wiring. Thanks so much for the totally thorough detail. Hi John Thanks
for the awesome article and fantastic website. This is my favorite site for Van living. Lol There is
no mention here about how you run the solar wires from the roof to the inside of the van. Now
that I have a cargo van, I would like a more waterproof install since the window leaked a little if
driving rain hit the car. Do you have a link to another article on that? My other question is about
AC Outlets. I would like my little van to look as nice as possible so was planning to use Outlets.
Is the inverter left on all the time? If so, is it constantly drawing power or only when something
is plugged in and turned on? If drawing power all the time, then I need to include that in my
calculations of needed amperage. Oh, I do have another question. I am going to install a
Dometic Fridge, which I have never had in my van before. I want to do a very minimal install
right now. Do you think I need to absolutely have a fuse box from the very beginning to run A
fridge and a fan? Right now I just have my inverter hooked up to my battery and I plug my
devices into the inverter. Thanks so much for all of your awesome giving to the van life
community. Luv ya! Basically, we drilled a hole in the side of our high topper for the wires,
covered it up with this wire gland , and sealed everything. If you have a different brand of
inverter, you can check to see if they have a remote switch, or mount it in an easily accessible
place. Fuses are an important safety feature that prevent short circuits and electrical fires.
There are plenty of inexpensive automotive fuse boxes and blade fuses on Amazon and at auto
parts stores that work just fine. Also with your fuse holder on the solar line, How did you go
about splicing that? Soldering is still a skill that we need to pick up, so we tried to find crimp
options wherever possible. Howdy folks, this page has been such a help in my astro build. I am
running wiring for the lighting, I have the acegoo lights and same dimmer switch as you. I have
read that these lights need to be wired in parallel, I am looking at soldering T splices to make
this happen. Thanks for all of the knowledge, Ralph. Hi Ralph, glad our page has been helpful!
For the lighting, we ran a negative wire from the bus bar and a positive wire from the fuze box
up to the dimmer, where everything wires together with the lights. Basically, the positive wires
red from the lights AND the positive wire from the fuse box connect to the positive wire for the
dimmer white. The negative wires from the lights black connect to the negative wire from the
dimmer red. Finally, the negative wire from the bus bar connects to the ground wire on the
dimmer black. Wire nuts are NOT meant for mobile applications because they can easily come
loose via vibration, but taping it up eliminates a lot of the stress on the joint. Something that
involves crimping or soldering would be much more secure. John, Thanks for the quick
response, you guys are great! So let me make sure I totally understand what you did. You ran
18awg wire to each light individually and used a wire nut to make your connections to each at
the dimmer switch? Ive been using this page a ton in the build process and have tried to give
back by purchasing through your affiliate deal whenever possible. Correct, we used 14 AWG.
Yes, the ground line just goes straight back to the bus bar. The other two wires are the only
ones that connect to the lights. And we used 14 AWG wire for this. Glad the page has been
helpful, and thanks for the support! Hi just wanted to say thank you so much for this guide it

has been immensely helpful as I set up my system. Hopefully will be installing this weekend!
Check out my progress kellenbusby. One quick question. How did you determine the wire size
for connecting your batteries to your charge controller? Hi Kellen, Glad our website has been
helpful! We actually used the 8 AWG wire that came with the solar kit to connect the negative
terminal on the charge controller to the negative battery post, and the positive terminal on the
CC to the cut off switch that we included. We used 4 AWG wiring to connect the switch to the
fuse, the fuse to the battery, and to wire the two batteries in parallel. I need to update this post
to make this clearer. The minimum wire size as well as the fuse sizes is based on the amperage
rating of the charge controller. We have a 40A charge controller, so we need wiring that can
handle 40A of current at a minimum so the smallest you can safely go is 8 AWG. What about
batteries quite a distance from the charge controller? Thank you for this incredible guide, I keep
coming back to it! Hi Shay, thanks for reaching out! This calculator can help you determine the
wire size you need. Hi Brynne, the fuse box is actually wired to the solar charge controller. As
far as tools, all you need there is a screwdriver to screw the wiring down to the terminal on the
charge controller, and a socket wrench to connect the other end to the post on the fuse box.
The inverter is wired directly to the battery. There is a wire running from the negative battery
post to a negative terminal on the back of the inverter, and another wiring running from the
positive post on the battery, to a fuse, then to the positive post on the back of the inverter.
Thank you for all this information! I am wondering about the whether to put the wiring in before
or after insulating our van. We live in Montana and it gets well below zero in the winter. To
combat that we will have 5 inches of wool insulation on all sides of the van. Is there any worry
about wires freezing, breaking from cold or not working in general, if we install them first? But
one thing to think about is if you ever have to work on or replace your wiring, having it behind
your insulation will make that more difficult. Why you use a 2 awg for ground connection for the
batteries. And the red one is 4agw between charge controller and batteries. Hi Fran, the ground
wire should be equal or thicker to the rest of the wiring you use â€” so it does not have to be the
same size, but it should not be smaller. We went with a thicker gauge for additional peace of
mind, because our ground wire runs to the vehicle chassis were pushing feet, and we wanted
thicker gauge to compensate for the length of the wire run. I think it would make sense to also
have a switch between the solar panels and the charge controller. But a switch would also be a
good addition. This guide is a lifesaver!!! Thank you so much for this. I have one question: you
say you have to connect the batteries to the charge controller before the solar gets connected
to it otherwise it might blow up. Does that mean after everything is all connected together, what
if for some reason you have to use the kill switch thingy, and stop the current going from the
batteries to the charge controller? Would you have to disconnect all the solar panel wiring first?
If you are so inclined, you could also add a kill switch between the solar panels and the charge
controller. Hopethat helps! If I am planning on adding solar, does it make sense to buy the
charge controller now and wire it into the system, so that once I do get the panels i can plug
them in and go? One thing to consider, though, is cost. Buying a complete kit like the ones from
Renogy may give you some cost savings over buying the charge controller and the panels
separately. I would price out the components separately and see how that compares to the cost
of the kit, then from there you can decide if the cost difference is worth the ease of adding solar
panels later. Nice system! Nice storage solution for the mobile one. A H5 to adventurevanman
for high lighting The great detail you share. Q â€” On your diagram, u have the fuse for the
inverter on the neg wire. Thank you! Thanks for pointing out the error! Glad you enjoy our site,
we work hard on it! And definitely an H5 to adventurevanman! Great post! Very thorough. I did
want to point out something a little confusing. Good eye! Thanks for catching that typo!
Question for you guys! I found a W Inverter on amazon and am curious if you see this
compatible? We are essentially following your set up, just customizing it. While these are less
expensive than Pure Sine Wave Inverters like the one we have, you really should not plug
sensitive electronics like computers into MSW inverters because they may not work correctly
and might even get damaged. So I have come across a problem. The switch allows me to isolate
the inverter and fuse box and can also turn on both. I checked all connections and even
bypassed the larger fuse went straight from switch to fuse box. Awesome entry. Quick
questions, it looks like the charge controller in your pictures is different than the kitted item in
the Amazon solar kit. Did you go a different route personally or is the one in that kit sufficient?
Have you considered adding a 30A RV shore power connection to plug in on a grid? Not finding
as many resources for that. Hey Andy, glad you like the post! We bought the same kit that we
linked to in the post, but since then Renogy updated the charge controller. Installation is the
same, but unlike ours the new one has a built-in display. Renogy offers a W unit and a W unit. I
have almost my entire build planned out, next step is to buy the van and then execute. A tip for
attaching large battery cables to the sheet metal body, after attaching the lug with a self tapping

screw through the hole in the lug, put another self tapping screw through the lug outside of the
hole drill through the lug. This will prevent the lug from rotating and loosening. Be sure to
remove the paint from the sheet metal before attaching any high current cables. Use only
stranded wire. It seems like a hazard if Renogy says that wiring the panels to the charge
controller without the battery connected could cause explosion. Seems like an accidental flip of
that switch could put your system down. Hi there, glad you like the post! The idea behind the kill
switch is to cut power to the load if we ever need to do any work on the system. I could see it
being a good idea to also add a kill switch between the solar and the charge controller to make
this a bit easier. The easiest way to mount these dimmer switches would in a thin material, like a
plastic outlet cover one without any holes, etc. The dimmer consists of a post that rotates which
is the actual switch , and the plastic knob that you turn sits on top of the post. From there, you
can mount the outlet cover wherever you choose to put it. Since this is a thicker material, we
had to do a little customizing and finagling to make it work. Thinner material would be a whole
lot easier. I love your ideas. All of it! Your DIY ideas are awesome. It makes me want to make my
own too. Thanks for this creative and awesome DIY ideas! What else to say? Can we donate to
you cause â€” for this is a highly praised resource. Hi Matt, thanks for the kind words! We work
hard to put together useful guides for other vandwellers, so feedback like this means a lot! If
you wish, you can support us by purchasing items through our Amazon links we get a small
percentage of anything you buy within 24 hours after clicking one of our links or you can donate
directly to us via Paypal here. Basically, you attach all the positive wires to a blade fuse box ,
and all the negative wires into a common bus bar you can also buy fuse boxes with both
positive and negative built in like this one by Blue Sea Systems. I have a Ford Econoline with
85k miles and 5 on a rebuild. How much did you spend on all the solar panels and 12v wiring
and plug ins extra? We have a fairly large watt system, but they have kits as small as watts.
Seriously, you do an amazing job of explaining how you connected the whole system simply but
with enough detail to really understand what is going on. Also, your diagram or the system is
super helpful. I am a new van owner and am getting ready to build mine out with a set up very
similar to yours but I want an isolater so the batteries will charge from the alternator! If you have
any tips or advice on how to add an alternator in this system I would greatly appreciate! Thanks
for all your amazing guides! Hi Cody, thanks for the kind words! We added our battery isolator
after we initially wrote this article, so we actually wrote a different article about installing it that
you can find here. Thanks for the great advice! I was wonderingâ€¦ roughly, how much did you
spend on your system all together? Including the solar panel kit, batteries, and all the additional
parts and wiring needed to complete this part of your van? Thanks for the kind words Deeana,
we hope you find our site helpful! Hey John, this is a great diagram. I know you said 4 gauge but
looking at the controller, it can only take up to an 8 gauge. For the rest of the wiring we bought 4
gauge wire that already had ring terminals on each end to finish out the rest of the wiring. First,
thank you for the information! It has been invaluable. That seems like a very thick cable to use
and not supported by my charge controller. I would think it would be on the positive. On the
negative side, this goes directly to the battery. I will update the post to clarify this when I get a
chance. Your guide is awesome! Just one question though. If I install all four panels, do I use a
40A fuse from the solar panels to the contoller, as well as on the positive from the battery to the
controller? Hi Shane, glad the guide is helpful! Renogy recommends adding a fuse between
your solar panels and the charge controller. Hi John. Not sure if you saw my question on how
well your 2 12 volt batteries are doing and any issues? Also sent you a little donation for your
time. Hey Wally, I must have missed your follow up comment, my apologies! We have no
complaints with our batteries so far. I hope that answers your question! And thank you so much
for the donation, it is very much appreciated and helps us keep the site going! Best of luck, and
let me know if we can help any further! First of all, thank you so much for taking the time to put
this website together, I cannot imagine the amount of time that this must have taken and this is
so helpful to many of us!!! I have a question regarding the wiring of the lights. I am wondering
how to connect the two together. All the heat-and-shrink connectors I looked at are not meant
for two wires with such different gauges. What size wire did you guys use? And what did you
use to connect the two different wires? Hi Marlene, so glad you find our site helpful! Our goal is
to go into all the questions we had when we started our van build journey, and we love being a
resource for other vanlifers as much as we can! Wiring size was definitely confusing for us
when we were putting everything together. Our lights have 22 AWG as well. I think the wire size
is 18 AWG. Another option for connecting your wires is using wire nuts which is what we used.
You definitely want thicker wire like 14 AWG or 16 AWG connecting your switches and outlets to
your fuse box, but with the lights you should be able to go thinner. There are definitely a lot of
questions out there, and really I cannot thank you enough!!! I think going with the 18 AWG cable
is a good idea. Whatever way I am thinking of wiring up the lights, it seems like I cannot avoid

having three cables joining, do the connectors that you are talking about will work for 2 18 AWG
cables and one 14 AWG? I am actually thinking of getting a few three-way connectors instead. If
you can find a good three way crimp connector that would definitely work! We used wire nuts to
connect 5 separate wires together 4 from the lights and 1 from the switch and it worked out fine
for us. We just made sure we twisted all the wires together first, then twisted on the wire nut,
then wrapped the wires with electrical tape just below the nut to help take pressure off the
connection. However, some sort of crimp connector or a common terminal would definitely be
preferable. A question I did have is why you decided on the 12 volt batteries and not 2 6volt
batteries? We zeroed in on AGM batteries pretty early vs. In this example, the cost and size are
fairly similar though you do get slightly more ah with the 12V batteries. Thanks John. Makes
since and thanks for the clarification. So your batteries are working fine? Finally I found a site
after months of searching that makes since and in detail with photos and clear instructions.
Very awesome! Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to post this. I am converting a cargo
v-nose trailer into a camper and will keep you posted on my progress. Cheers, Wally. Hi Wally,
glad we can be of help! Best of luck with your conversion, and let us know if you have any
questions! I love this post! I was making my Amazon list from your links, and I think some of
them have got mixed up! The first link is a Renolgy watt kit
2006 oldsmobile alero
dodge stratus battery
2014 ford focus st manual
, but it links to a 50 watt. And next are the two ah batteries, but the link goes to a Y branch
adaptor. Am I mixed up? Hi Jasmine, sorry for the mixup! Everything seemed ok on this end.
Are you by chance located in Canada or the UK? Thanks for letting us know! I really appreciate
the detailed product list and write-up. Would you do anything different in retrospect? But unlike
many of our road friends, we never have to worry about looking for somewhere to plug in, and
we rarely have to worry about our batteries dipping too low. From a more mechanical
standpoint, I would install some sort of roof rack and attach the solar panels to that instead of
mounting them straight to the roof. I am thinking about installing the Renogy watt solar kit on
my teardrop trailer, it is a Runnerway camper. Hi George, thanks for reaching out! The idea is to
have a common grounding point for all your electrical in order to complete the circuit, and the
metal frame seems to me like it would be the best spot.

